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1 Introduction 

 

Years ago, people were pursuing perfection in terms of living healthy lives but, nowa-

days, there has been a clear shift from this to seeking a more balanced lifestyle. Vari-

ous industries including the food, technology, fitness and clothing industries have all 

been influenced by the wellness industry’s boom.  One of the key industry trends is a 

growing interest towards high-tech products, such as wearables and heart rate moni-

tors. (Armes, 2016.) 

One branch of the wellness industry is health and wellness technology (Topo 2007, 

32). Both internationally and domestically, the companies operating in the field are 

gaining profits partly because they have recognized the importance and value of em-

ployee wellbeing. According to the Global Wellness Institute, the wellness industry 

market is worth of 3.4 trillion US dollars (Global Wellness Institute, 2016). 

In this thesis, health and wellness technology is perceived as applications that moni-

tor health and wellbeing and prevent the performance state from descending. The 

assignor of the thesis, Firstbeat Technologies Oy, has developed a wellness technol-

ogy tool for monitoring wellbeing and helping to identify possible risk factors. Based 

on the results, with the help of the technology, a health and wellness professional 

suggests actions to enhance and maintain wellbeing. Wellbeing services are im-

portant for Firstbeat due to their high demand in the market. Firstbeat has recog-

nized that certain actions need to be taken in order to grow its wellness business and 

respond to the high demand. 

Firstbeat has developed partnerships with health and wellness professionals around 

the world to improve the distribution of its services. The company offers a coaching 

solution for health and wellness professionals in order to bring wellness technology 

innovations available to their clients as well as bring in order value to their market of-

ferings. Currently, there are over a hundred service providers offering Firstbeat’s 
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products as a part of their service offering in the UK market. These service providers 

are referred to as Firstbeat partners further on in this thesis. 

In the latest research, the market of the global wellness economy has been divided in 

multiple sectors. The findings state that one of the key sectors is preventive/person-

alized health with a 433-billion revenue and workplace wellness with a $41-billion 

revenue. (Global Wellness Institute, 2016.) Both key sectors are showing a strong de-

mand in the market, and a growing number of companies are developing solutions to 

gain a market share in the businesses. Competition is inevitable and to achieve suc-

cess, it is important that companies find reliable co-operation partners in the target 

market. Resellers, agents and other intermediaries facilitate entering a new a market 

because they know, for instance, the existing consumption patterns and efficient 

marketing channels in the target area better.  

Regardless of the positive demand of wellness solutions, the Firstbeat partners’ low 

sales rates of the Firstbeat services have been noted. This can result from many rea-

sons, such as the partners’ own activity to sell or lack of education provided by 

Firstbeat. The company is aiming at business growth in the UK market, which has 

been challenging to achieve due to the fact that the company is not aware of the ob-

stacles that hinder the sales or of the reasons why Firstbeat partners’ have such low 

sales rates of the Firstbeat services. 

Accordingly, the objective of this study was to find the factors slowing the sales rates 

of the Firstbeat partners. The study aimed to discover the issues that Firstbeat needs 

to develop further in order to be able to support the partners’ sales more efficiently. 

In addition, the study aimed to report on the partners’ satisfaction with the products, 

services, support services, training and materials offered by Firstbeat to improve the 

overall service. Moreover, the study also aimed to find new business concepts for the 

partners. 

Based the study results, the aim of the thesis was to find and develop factors that 

would make business in the UK more profitable. Examining and analyzing the poten-

tial factors affecting the study problem is essential for Firstbeat. This would help the 
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company to receive valuable feedback on its procedures and services. There is a 

great number of studies conducted on Firstbeat’s wellness solutions and applications 

in sports, health and psychology (see White papers and publications, n.d.). However, 

there are not many studies regarding the wellness solution in the B2B context. 

 

 

2 Research framework 

 

Appendix 4. 

Confidential until 10.11.2019. 

 

 

3 Firstbeat, its offering and challenge 

 

Appendix 5. 

Confidential until 10.11.2019. 

 

 

4 B2B partnership management in the context of wellness 
service business 

 

4.1 B2B partnership management and marketing 
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Armstrong, Kotler, Harker and Brennan (2012) recognize that there are upstream and 

downstream partners in the supply chain, which consists of a process starting from 

producing a product and selling it to customers. The upstream partners supply goods 

and services that are needed to create a product whereas the downstream partners, 

such as marketing and distribution channels, work as a link to the end-clients. Often, 

as these intermediaries are independent operators, they can be difficult to manage 

and may require different amounts of motivating, training and support in order to be 

active parts of the channel. Partners enable selling the product more efficiently to 

the target market with higher volumes, and they are experienced in terms of local 

business practices, communications, competitors and contacts. (Armstrong, Kotler, 

Harker & Brennan 2012, 326–328.) Today, multichannel distribution systems are 

popular because companies can sell their products directly to the consumers via their 

own sales force and, in parallel, use a distributor who sells it to the customers or 

dealers. By using this system, companies can reach more clients and customize the 

product so that it adds value to it through the channel partner. However, complex 

channel systems are difficult to manage. (Ibid. 2012, 333–334.) 

To form long-lasting and profitable relationships, both parties, the supplier and cus-

tomer, must feel that a relationship has been formed. This means that the parties 

have formed a mutual way of thinking that is also perceived by the customer, not 

only the supplier. (Grönroos 2000, 32.) In order for organizations to effectively man-

age their relationships, identifying different customer types is the first step. Organi-

zations have both internal and external customers. Colleagues and other people 

working under the same organization are called internal customers. As the research 

problem of the thesis considered Firstbeat service providers, i.e. Firstbeat partners, 

more emphasis was laid on the external customers. These are the customers, users 

and stakeholders of an organization or its products. In the B2B market, customers are 

the companies to which the products and services are offered. Manufacturing com-

panies aim at finding distributors, resellers or other sales channels that are commit-

ted to selling the products or services to the end-customers, such as consumers. For 
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building such a strong relationship where both parties benefit, an effective customer 

relationship marketing (CRM) strategy must be formed.  (Friesner, 2017.) This can 

also be called partner relationship management (PRM) as value for the customers is 

generated in cooperation with partners inside and outside the company. (Armstrong 

et al. 2012, 22.) 

Channel management can be difficult when the number of the channel members is 

large. In order to reach the full potential of the members, the company must con-

stantly motivate the members. For pursuing long-lasting relationships, the members 

can be recognized as co-operating partners who add value to the product and gain 

benefit from being part of the distribution channel. Many successful partnerships co-

create mutual goals, strategies and advertising to deliver superior value to their cus-

tomers. Moreover, the supplying company’s marketing actions affect the partners’ 

businesses, thus the needs of the two parties must meet. (Armstrong et al. 2012, 

341.) It is recognized that there is a connection between two companies doing busi-

ness with each other in terms of both commercial (business growth) and organiza-

tional (structural) relations. The more of both relations there are, the more co-opera-

tion takes place in the relationship. (Vesalainen 2006, 47.) 

Every successful encounter with sales person affects to building loyalty between the 

client and seller. A loyal client does not always mean a profitable client but managing 

the relationship well is the ground for profitability. (Grönroos 2000, 7.) Vesalainen 

(2006) states that according to Ford (1994), interaction is vital to improve loyalty of 

business partners. With regular interactions two business parties can impact on both 

of their needs and develop the relationship to improve mutual goal setting and strat-

egy to achieve those. Interaction sets ground for learning from the partner and im-

proves engagement to the business relationship. (Vesalainen 2006, 54–55.) As both 

parties are investing to the relationship, both can benefit from it. The goal, however, 

is eventually to improve profitability of the own company, and the major benefit is 

usually gained by another one of the companies. (Ibid. 2006, 60–61.) 
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The partners can be hard to motivate to work towards developing the business of the 

supplier if the benefits of the partnership are not clear. In the best-case scenario, the 

distributor or the other partner of the supplying company sees the value of the part-

nership and see the benefit in their business performance. This motivates them to 

maintain communication and giving feedback to develop the product. (Vesalainen 

2006, 167–168.) Distributors can have several products in their market offering 

which challenges the supplier to differentiate from competitors and assure that the 

product gains more value through distributor sales (Kurvinen & Seppä 2016, 53–54). 

Especially in the B2B-context, when a company has limited number of clients versus 

the mass market and several encounters with them, relationship marketing is used to 

nurture the existing customers to increase their profitability (Grönroos 2000, 26). Re-

lationship marketing represents a perspective how to relate to customers and, thus, 

is defined as management of customer relationships (ibid. 2000, 39). 

According to Ellis (2011) there are six key issues affecting long-lasting relationships in 

B2B context (figure 1). These issues form a relationship marketing strategy which tar-

gets to successfully manage, retain and improve profitability of the relationship. 

Long-term perspective focuses on the issue whether it is more profitable to invest in 

existing customers or attract new customers, as well as identify and take actions to-

wards unprofitable existing customers. Tightly linked to this are trust, commitment 

and communication which all set ground for flourishing relationship. Customer ser-

vice and mutual benefits are also key issues to keep your customers motivated to re-

sell with a win-win perspective for both parties, and ensure they feel their im-

portance as one of your partners. (Ellis 2011, 69–73.) These aspects focus more on 

the B2B relationship perspective rather than just manipulating marketing mix, which 

targets to achieve more sustainable competitive advantage (ibid. 2011, 19). 
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Figure 1. Key issues affecting relationship marketing in B2B context (adapted from 

Ellis 2011, 69) 

 

 

Service management 

Services and their marketing are based on relationships as there is always contact to 

clients when service is provided (Grönroos 2000, 22). To achieve success in interna-

tional business with business partners, a company selling services as primary offering 

must invest especially in development of business idea and gaining a competitive ad-

vantage in terms of service itself and marketing. When regarding financial resources, 

the service businesses need to invest more in proper arrangement of operation 

modes through careful service development. (Karhu 2002, 127–128.)  

Services are intangible forms of product that can be sold solely or linked in to tangi-

ble goods which forms goods-and-services combination (Armstrong et al. 2012, 226). 

To implement marketing strategy for the overall market offering, company must plan 
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variables of the marketing mix which consists of tools how market demand for prod-

ucts and services can be created or influenced. These tools are traditionally recog-

nized as the four “Ps” including product, price, place and promotion. In service mar-

ket, there are three more Ps added: people, process and physical evidence, which all 

form marketing mix of seven P’s. (Ibid. 2012, 56.) This extended marketing mix of 

seven Ps serves better the challenges faced in marketing services as the customer in-

terface is more present (Lovelock & Wirtz 2011, 22). 

 

Product 

Combination of goods and service is described as a product. Nowadays, Products are 

more connected to services to create more value and deliver experiences for custom-

ers. Product consists of process of designing, packaging and building the brand for 

the product. (Armstrong et al. 2012, 56; 227.) Consumers are primarily seeking for 

solutions that consist of benefits of products and services that generate value (Grön-

roos 2000, 4). 

To ensure overall product strategy, support service is one of the elements that sup-

plement the actual product or service. The support services can be a vital part of the 

overall experience and bring value to product. Typically, there is a mix of channels to 

be in contact with customers and serve them before and after sales. (Armstrong et 

al. 2012, 236–237.) 

 

Price 

Company sets a certain price for a product that can be adjusted according e.g. dis-

counts, payment period, competitive situation or negotiated with customers to 

match the value they perceive as reasonable enough to purchase. (Armstrong et al. 

2012, 56.) Especially in the B2B marketing, price is linked directly value, which is de-

termined by customer’s expectations and experiences of e.g. alternative product. 

Customer weights the value by pondering the product benefits (economic, social, 

technical, service) and costs such as potential risks, ‘hidden’ costs and purchase 
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price. The benefits can include notable value for customer organization from func-

tional product features and reliability of service. (Ellis 2011, 266–269.)  

The price of a product or service can be set by determining the value from the sup-

plier’s cost-based perspective (inside-out pricing), or customer’s perception perspec-

tive (outside-in pricing). Regarding channels, supplier must ensure distributors set a 

price to the product to make profit and end-clients are willing to pay for that price. 

Price set by a distributor is affected by the value added to the end-product. In addi-

tion, competitors, channels and environmental factors affect price setting. (Ellis 

2011, 271–273). 

 

Place 

Place is described as logistics and channels through which product is transferred to 

customer.  (Armstrong et al. 2012, 56–57.) Distribution channels means the products 

are sold through other companies which can be physical or web-based selling points. 

Advantages of selling through distributors are the product is sold to larger masses 

even internationally but managing the distributors’ actions and competing against 

their attention can be a great challenge. These concerns are much more easily con-

trollable when selling through partner network which means selling straight to the 

customers and, in parallel, utilize the partner network. Pricing of the product and 

chance for the partner to gain at least reasonable revenue is vital to maintain the 

partnership. (Kurvinen & Seppä 2016, 171–172.) 

 

Promotion 

Promotion is used to attract and convince target customers to buy the product by 

determining the ways of communication. Advertising, personal selling, product pro-

motions and public relations are ways to persuade the customers. (Armstrong et al. 

2012, 57.) Key objectives of promotion are to determine how to communicate the 

basic information and the benefits of the product or service, as well as persuade con-

sumers to buy it at a specific time. Communicating these can be executed verbally by 
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salespersons and other staff members, or through electronical and physical advertis-

ing such as websites and printed media. (Lovelock & Wirtz 2011, 24.)  

 

People 

Especially in the service business, there are almost always an encounter with a client 

and service employees. These people responsible for being a part of service delivery 

process can have a significant effect on the service quality and competitive ad-

vantage. Thus, one service companies most important resource, employees, must be 

selected, trained and motivated by a skillful human resources responsible persons. 

(Lovelock & Wirtz 2011, 26.)  

 

Process 

Properly designing and executing manufacturing and delivery processes are vital part 

of service marketing. How the service is delivered can make a notable difference 

when comparing to competitors. When done carefully, the service is delivered to 

end-client in a cost-efficient, quick and convenient manner. As a service is often pro-

duced and consumed only little time apart and distributed across various providers, 

the challenge of managing the service quality can be significant. Thus, carefully creat-

ing a customer service process that has standardization, quality management sys-

tems, trained employees and some automated tasks is a step forward to gain com-

petitive advantage. (Lovelock & Wirtz 2011, 25.)  

 

Physical environment 

Physical environment, or in some cases evidence, is the place where a client enters 

to receive the service. This space must be in line with targeted brand image and 
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should support the service delivery process to client. All visible materials including in-

terior design, professional equipment, employee clothing and printed materials are 

part of physical environment. (Lovelock & Wirtz 2011, 26.)  

 

4.2 Technology-based service in wellness industry 

 

Service business is characterized as a company that offers added value in addition to 

a solution sold, whether product or service. To control the relationship marketing 

strategy, company must consider the long-term needs of clients to provide a holistic 

service offering that covers installing, maintaining and repairing the solution. In to-

day’s competitive market situation, managing the additional elements in addition 

technical solutions itself are the key to gain competitive advantage. (Grönroos 2000, 

28.) The internationalization of organizations operating in service business has a 

great number of challenges heavier than challenges in the industrial business. The 

service industry is characterized as highly individual and, hence, monitoring and ac-

quiring data from the service industry is very limited as almost all the information is 

based on industrial goods industry. (Karhu 2002, 125.)  

The wellness industry has been growing fast in the past years and, to this day, several 

business sectors has been evolved covering diverse products and services. Health 

and wellness technology is rather small business in Finland but, however, a remarka-

ble export business. Regarding the statistics of wellness technology exports, the Finn-

ish Customs reported the industry covers almost 30% of all high technology exports 

in Finland and makes it the second most remarkable export industry after ICT ex-

ports. (Alkio 2012, 19). In 2014, the wellness industry exports were valued at 1,8 bil-

lion being a remarkable part of the Finnish high technology exports (Terveys– ja 

hyvinvointiteknologiasta Suomen talouden uusi veturi?, 2015), and in 2016 the 

health technology exports were valued at 2,11 billion euros marking almost 10% 

growth compared to the number of the year before (Terveysteknologian kauppa, 

2016).  
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As a concept, wellness technology can be perceived to provide wellbeing to its user. 

To detail, wellness technology consists of applications that are developed to aid peo-

ple dealing with lowered ability to perform daily activities in the first place. (Topo 

2007, 32.) Moreover, both diagnostic and consumer products can be included in 

health and wellness technology as they prevent health risks and monitor overall 

health condition. (Alkio 2012, 17–18.)  

According to Dunbar, already in 1996 it was anticipated that, in the wellness market, 

health and wellness professional of such are seeking to invest in tools that notably 

increases profit or reduces cost of operations or adds value to providers’ product of-

fering. The emphasis on wellness was seen in the health care field which continues to 

this day. (Dunbar, 1996.)  

In the recent decade in the wellness industry, wellness tools have developed from 

being separate operation to more integrated model providing users more impactful 

information to enhance employee wellbeing and work engagement. According to an 

interview with a company operating in the field of corporate wellness, workplace 

wellness programs are seen more impactful when multiple solutions are utilized to 

provide a more comprehensive outlook on individual wellbeing, which is also a key to 

better employee engagement. If a wellness program consists of both technology-

based online tool and e.g. onsite assessment or clinical test, the program participa-

tion rate can be multiple times higher. (Galentine, 2011.)  

Distributor network is an efficient way of expanding the market presence and visibil-

ity. The partner network should be nurtured to achieve these benefits. To give an ex-

ample from selling and distributing health care services, vendor of the service must 

keep regular contact with their provider network by sending information on products 

and their development systematically through, for example, email campaigns or sales 

representatives, and advertising. (Rise in Health Problems to Create Opportunities 

for the Global Intravenous Solutions Market Through 2020, Reports Technavio, 

2016). 
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Annanperä (2017) studied in her dissertation building business ecosystems in the 

field of health and wellness business to gain mutual benefit and added value through 

collaboration among small and medium sized companies. To create new successful 

service innovations for the market, the study found out it requires strong leadership 

in the early phase of building the ecosystem and defining roles for all parties involved 

as well as openness between the parties. These all focus on maintaining stability and 

keep in mind the vision of the ecosystem. Integration of different services was found 

useful. (Annanperä 2017, 72-77.) 

 

4.3 Licensing 

 

Service businesses can operate internationally through different forms of business 

such as franchising, licensing and agents who know the target market characteristics, 

which facilitates the establishing process (Karhu 2002, 127). Licensing is an agree-

ment between two companies where the seller allows the other party a right to use 

or benefit from, for example, a product patent, design, or brand name. The parties 

agree on the terms by signing a contract. The licensee pays a royalty fee on the utili-

zation rights which are known as royalties. The utilization right that the licensee can 

manufacture and sell the agreed products or services under the name of the licensor. 

From three types of licenses, one is non-exclusive license in which the licensor may 

use the rights by itself and share the license with other companies, which is the type 

Firstbeat is using. (Ibid. 2002, 172–174.)  

As Firstbeat has used licensing as a form of operating in the UK certain challenges, 

such as leak of confidential information and loose of control, could occur. Supervising 

the production can be difficult and if the service or product is made poorly, the repu-

tation and image of the licensor suffers a great deal. Due to this, in terms of finance, 

the financial losses are possible to rise rapidly. Ways of controlling the quality of the 

company using the license can be regular check-in times to the licensor company or 

giving a detailed process description to follow. (Karhu 2002, 174–175.)  
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When entering international markets, licensing provides a simple way to obtain 

larger market presence through having a distributor that knows the target market. 

Selling company has little risk, however, it has less control of the actions licensee 

takes especially regarding marketing and sales to end-clients. (Armstrong et al. 2012, 

510–511.)  

 

 

5 Results 

 

Appendix 6.  

Confidential until 10.11.2019. 
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Appendix 7.  
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9 Appendices 

 

Appendix 1. Invitation letter for participating the survey 

 

Firstbeat Feedback Survey for UK Service Providers 

We at Firstbeat are committed to helping you as a Firstbeat partner, in providing the 

best service to your customers and growing your business with Firstbeat Lifestyle As-

sessment. Now you have an opportunity to provide direct feedback to Firstbeat. Help 

us improve our offering and sales tools by answering this survey. 

We will raffle 10 Firstbeat assessment credits for five respondents. To be in with the 

chance of winning, fill out your contact information at the end of the survey. Contact 

information will not be connected to your survey answers and all replies are handled 

anonymously.  

Each respondent has also an opportunity to order a free material package from 

Firstbeat. 

Survey is open until July 25th. 

The survey takes approximately 10–15 minutes to reply. 

We appreciate your feedback. 
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Appendix 2. Research Survey Form for UK partners 
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Appendix 3. Survey for Finnish partners, 2015 
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